
Abstract

We developed an interactive visualization system that
supports analysis and exploration of a large number of
indicators that characterize the attractivity of cities in
Switzerland. The application is available as a companion
to a paper-based publication. This system is embedded in a
conceptual framework of best practices in information
visualization that we developed over the course of various
past projects. It consists of several coordinated views that
are tightly integrated, and that successfully reveal the data
in its complexity. We present the components of this system,
describe design decisions on how to integrate them into an
application, and provide details on innovative refinements
of various standard information visualization techniques.

1.  Introduction

Every year, the business newspaper l’Agefi conducts a
study about the attractiveness of Swiss cities [1]. The aim
is to establish a qualitative ranking of the 110 Swiss cities
with more than 10,000 inhabitants on the basis of 19 dis-
tinct criteria. The criteria are taken from the major domains
(economic, social, and environmental aspects) of the con-
cept of sustainable development, defined during the United
Nations Conference on Environment and Development,
which took place in Rio in 1992. This concept emphasizes
the important role of the local communities to translate the
concept of sustainable development into concrete mea-
sures.

The ranking aims at being a barometer of their general
health condition, without being able to take into account all
the elements influencing the functioning of cities. The
selected criteria are the following:

• economic criteria: unemployment, construction, taxes,
financial situation, debt per capita, tourism, public
investments;

• social criteria: working population, youth population,
health, culture and sport, social security, secondary
education, public transport;

• environmental criteria: energy, spring water, environ-
mental protection, green spaces, air quality;

• plus a number of additional characteristic attributes
(surface area, population), as well as the total ranking
score over the past four years.

While the three domains have not been weighted, the
collected data have been normalized to a value per inhabit-
ant, in order to keep the proportionality between cities of
significantly different dimensions and structural condi-
tions.

Up to now, the results of the study were presented in the
newspaper in the form of a simple top ten ranking, accom-
panied by editorial interpretations and stories, plus a busy
double-page print-out of a big table containing all the
numerical results. This way of presenting large amounts of
data is surprisingly common in the publishing industry, and
can also be encountered in domains such as finance.

We convinced the editors that this is not a very effective
approach to publishing such data. As a remedy, we created
an interactive visualization application in the form of a
companion to the study, which can be ordered on CD-ROM
by the readers of the newspaper.

Over the past few years, we created various (research
and commercial) interactive visualization systems [2, 3, 4]
and developed a conceptual framework of best practices
based on the experience gained. We used the opportunity
that the above study presents, and created an application
that follows these rules and showcases our approach.

2.  Conceptual framework

From the development of interactive visualization
applications during the last few years, a set of rules
emerged that seem to be important to build systems that
deliver on the promises of information visualization. These
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rules form the basis of a conceptual framework that we use
as a foundation for building new applications. Some of the
main rules are:

• integrated systems: the system should provide all the
essential tools and views in a single integrated frame to
preserve spatial continuity;

• high interactivity: the system should provide immediate
feedback for all actions to preserve temporal continuity
and to encourage exploration;

• different views: the system should provide different
views onto the same data to emphasize different aspects
and perspectives;

• tightly linked views: the views should be tightly cou-
pled so that changes in one view are reflected in the
others;

• information design: data should be shown with clarity

and precision and the overall look and feel should cre-
ate a pleasurable user experience.

These rules are in accordance with recent research on
coordinated multiple views [5]. Our successful commercial
implementations confirm the benefits outlined in [6]:
improved user performance, discovery of unforeseen rela-
tionships, and integration by interaction in addition to inte-
gration by visual design.

3.  City’O’Scope

The interactive visualization system that we developed
to explore and analyze the data characterizing the cities -
called City’O’Scope - follows the principles outlined in our
conceptual framework. It is composed of several linked

Figure 1: City’O’Scope and its multiple coordinated views: geographic map (upper left), lists (upper cen-
ter), similarity map (upper right), and the parallel coordinates view (bottom).



views that present the multiple facets of the data. In the fol-
lowing subsections, we will briefly describe each of these
views and the combination of information visualization
techniques that they use. We will rationalize the design
decisions that we took as well as outline the lessons
learned. The system has been fully implemented with the
Java development platform.

3.1 Geographic map

The cities under study are geographically distributed in
a rather inhomogeneous way. The information density in
certain areas of the geographic map is much higher than in
others. We therefore chose a distortion-oriented presenta-
tion technique for the geographic map viewer [7]. The dis-
tortion is implemented as a Cartesian fisheye view [8], but
uses a central constant-magnification focus region as seen
in bi-focal displays [9] or the perspective wall [10]. The
transfer function is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Transfer function of fisheye view with
central constant magnification region. Distortion
is controlled by three parameters: focus position
(p), focus width (w) and magnification factor (m).

This combination has the advantage of having a non-
distorted focus region with a visually smooth transition
into the peripheral highly distorted regions. Implementa-
tion is straightforward with basic mathematics and well
defined parameters (focus position, width and magnifica-
tion).

The fisheye view allows preservation of context while
focusing, and is in this case not disorienting because of the
familiar shape of geographic features. For quick naviga-
tion, the map viewer is equipped with a number of pre-

defined foci that set the appropriate zooming parameters
for the most important geographic regions (Figure 3).

3.2 Similarity map

Spatialized views are useful metaphors because con-
cepts about space are easily accessible to human cognition
[11]. We exploit this by mapping the objects in our data-
base onto a plane, based on their similarity. This similarity
map helps to gain an overview of the global relationships
between objects: cities are placed on a map so that similar
cities are located close to each other and dissimilar ones far
apart. Similarity is defined by taking into account all of the
relevant attributes of a city for a particular theme.

We provide three different similarity maps based on the
different types of criteria characterizing the cities (eco-
nomic, social, environment), and one for the general
attributes. The maps are created using a multidimensional
scaling technique based on a forced-based layout algorithm
[12]. The switching from one map to another is smoothly
animated to help understand their differences and avoid the
problem of change blindness [13, 14].

Labelling dense information displays is an important
problem [15]. For the similarity maps, we use the first three
letters of the name of a city as a short form. Since place
names are usually discriminative at the beginning with a
range of similar endings (at least for German) this is appro-
priate for our application. To display the labels, we use an
algorithm that varies label size according to the local den-
sity of the objects to be labelled. Local density is approxi-
mated by the minimum separation between neighboring
objects, using an elliptical instead of a circular Euclidean
metric, to take into account that labels are wider than tall.
The full name of an object is displayed when hovering over
it with the mouse pointer (Figure 4).

Navigation is supported by semantic zooming. When
the “Zoom In“ button is pressed, the window is zoomed
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Figure 3: A fisheye view of the world focused on
Europe. Highlighted objects in the periphery
remain visible.



automatically to the smallest area that shows only non-fil-
tered cities. Pressing the button again zooms to the smallest
area that shows only selected cities. The same mechanism
is applied in the reverse direction.

3.3 Collapsible parallel coordinates and range 
sliders

The parallel coordinates [16] view shows one axis for
each attribute or criterion that characterizes the cities. Con-
necting the actual values for one specific city on all the
axes leads to a polygonal line that forms a visual represen-
tation of the characteristics of this city. Differences
between cities can easily be spotted by visually comparing
the two polygonal lines representing them.

Choosing appropriate ranges, scales, and groupings is
central to creating a readable parallel coordinates plot. We
use three different strategies to define the setup of the axes
(Figure 1). For attributes that are directly comparable and
logically related, we use the same scale and group them
together (e.g. ranking 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002). Attributes
that are logically related, but whose numerical values are
not comparable, are plotted centered around their median
value and their axes scaled to a common multiple of the
standard deviation, so that their statistical properties
become comparable (e.g. economic criteria). This causes
extreme outliers to be plotted out of range, but the two lines
connecting the data point to the preceding and succeeding
axes provide enough visual cues to perceive their position.

These attributes are sorted according to importance, or any
other order that is imposed naturally by the data. The
remaining attributes finally, are simply plotted on an axis
bounded by their minimum and maximum values (e.g. pop-
ulation).

The range of an attribute can be specified by moving
the handles at the top and bottom of a range slider. The
range sliders are embedded within the parallel coordinate
plot. Cities whose value for that attribute falls outside of
the specified range are filtered and can not be selected any-
more. A combination of range sliders can be used to
dynamically formulate queries [17] such as: which city has
low unemployment AND medium rates for taxes?

Because of the large number of attributes, displaying
them all at the same time as classical parallel coordinates,
would render this method useless. To tackle this problem,
we added the possibility of collapsing groups of attributes
into a more compact representation. We first experimented
with a two stage approach, where the parallel coordinates
are first collapsed into a compact list of range sliders,
removing the connecting lines, and in a second step into a
single aggregating attribute (see Figure 5).

This proved to be too complicated however for this par-
ticular application. The final solution has just one collapsed
state, where the range sliders are removed and the coordi-
nate axes simply compressed in the horizontal direction,
limited by a certain minimum separation. The result is a
compact visual representation of a whole group of
attributes (see Figure 6).

Next to the problem of handling a large number of axes,
parallel coordinates also have the problem of displaying a
large number of objects, represented by the polygonal
lines. After drawing a certain number of lines on top of
each other, the drawing space becomes saturated and sim-
ply looks like one homogeneously colored solid area, hid-
ing the underlying structures. Solutions to this problem that
have been suggested are hierarchical approximations,
either by using wavelets [18], or in XmdvTool through the
use of clustering and partitioning [19]. These methods are
designed for large datasets (> 104 objects). The problem
outlined above already appears well below these numbers
however. In contrast to these computationally intensive
approaches, we therefore chose to use a density-based rep-
resentation such as the one introduced in [20]. This
approach also has the advantage that objects are repre-
sented, and can be manipulated, individually.

Transparency is supported in modern graphics libraries
through the concept of an alpha channel, with compositing
rules for combining source and destination pixels to
achieve blending and transparency effects with graphics
and images. The Mondrian system [21] for example makes
use of the alpha channel mechanism of Java to alleviate
overplotting problems. The general nature of these mecha-

Figure 4: The similarity map showing each city
with its abbreviation. Hovering the mouse over
the city pops up the full name.



Figure 5: An early version of the parallel coordinates view with three states (from left to right): completely
collapsed (Indices), half-collapsed (Prices), and fully expanded (Earnings).

Figure 6: The parallel coordinates view with two groups of attributes collapsed into a compact represen-
tation (center). When the mouse pointer is hovering over an axis, its full and filtered ranges are displayed
in little pop-up windows.

Figure 7: Standard parallel coordinate plot exhibiting saturation from overplotting (top). The density-
based representation preserves the underlying structures in the data (bottom).



nisms however, leads to low performance for sufficiently
complex graphics, and they require hardware acceleration
for real-time use. To create a density-based representation
for the particular case of parallel coordinates, we imple-
mented an optimized simple accumulation buffer algo-
rithm, where we record for each pixel how many times it is
overdrawn by a line, and then scale its brightness relative
to the overall maximum. The accumulated values are then
mapped directly to a perceptually linear color map. The
result clearly improves the problem of saturation (see Fig-
ure 7) and the performance scales to a reasonable number
of objects (up to 104 in our implementation).

Another problem of parallel coordinates arises from the
fact, that objects with similar values for a particular
attribute are represented by lines that cross the respective
axis at quite different angles, depending on the values of
the attributes to the left and right. This makes it difficult to
spot clusters of values along a particular axis. To alleviate
this problem, we added a short horizontal line as a connec-
tor between the entry and exit points of a line on an axis.
This improves the readability of the density distribution of
values along a particular attribute axis (see Figure 8).

3.4 List views

Realistic multi-dimensional data sets, such as the one
under investigation, usually contain a mixture of numerical
and categorical attributes. The latter are typically repre-
sented as a sequential list of items. As soon as these lists
are longer than a few items, they suffer heavily from what
we call the keyhole effect, where only a small slice of the
data is visible at any one time, and users have to shift their
point of view to see other limited slices. As a solution, we
used the vertical scroll bar to embed the visible section of
the list in its own context. Using the space inside the slider
to augment representation of and interaction with long lists

of data has been suggested before. In contrast to these
approaches, we do not provide additional interaction
modes [22], or dynamically reconfigure the contents of the
list depending on a query [23]. We maintain the well-
known concept of a simple slider, but augment it with a
world-in-miniature view in the background. This view
shows the whole range of the list, the location of selected
items within that range, and the relation of the visible items
to the overall space (see Figure 9).

Navigation is supported by semantic scrolling. Clicking
with the alternate mouse button on the up or down stepper,
advances the list to the next selected item. This way, one
can easily step through the selected objects. Our list com-
ponent has the particularity of being bidirectional, i.e. that
one or multiple items can be selected in the list and that the
selection will be reflected in the other views, but also that
selection in another view is reflected in the list.

3.5 Coordination and interaction

When offering multiple views onto the same data to
show the different aspects, coordination between the views
becomes important. In user studies [24] it has been clearly
shown, that coordination is essential, when users need
access to details in addition to getting the overview.

A common coordination technique is brushing and link-
ing [25], where users can select objects in one view and the
corresponding objects in all the other views are also auto-
matically selected. Over the course of using and building
many applications that support this technique, we devel-
oped a refined approach. We distinguish three modes of
brushing and linking interaction that are coordinated
among all the views described in the previous sections: 

• probing: this mode is used to view more details about
an object (e.g. full city names instead of abbreviations)
and to get an understanding of the relationships
between the different views. Probing is a transient oper-
ation. Moving the mouse pointer over an object, high-

Figure 8: Adding a short horizontal line improves
the perception of the distribution of values along
a particular attribute axis.

Figure 9: A list with a regular scrollbar (left) and
our augmented version with a world-in-miniature
view within the slider (right).



lights that object (e.g. bright blue elements in Figure 3
and Figure 4). As soon as the mouse pointer is moved
away, the highlighting disappears. It is used like a flash-
light that examines a dark room;

• selecting: this mode is used to mark objects that are of
short-term interest, in order to further examine or per-
form operations on them (e.g see averages of attribute
values for groups of cities). Clicking on an object
selects it and marks it in red (see red elements in Figure
1). If a selected object is filtered (see below), then it
becomes deselected;

• painting: this mode is used to mark objects that are of
long-term interest, in order to use them as references
for comparisons (e.g compare a capital with the other
cities of a county). Selected objects can be painted by
pressing one of the predefined color buttons in the cen-
ter of the window (e.g. yellow and green elements in
Figure 1). Objects remain painted until they are reset
explicitly.

The second technique that is coordinated between the
views is filtering. Objects that are filtered in one view
become inactive, and can not be probed or selected any-
more in any of the views. To maintain the overall context
of the system, their “ghosts” remain visible, in a way that is
appropriate for each view (e.g. grayed out, font italicized).

Four different views with coordinated interaction
among them, create a rich system that can communicate
many different aspects of the underlying data. To highlight
some of the salient insights that can be gained from this
data, we provided a number of sample queries (see Figure
1) that capture a particular state of all the views, and that
can be replayed by pressing the respective button. Since we
wanted to keep this application as simple as possible, we
did not provide the possibility of creating new custom
snapshots, but this would certainly be desirable for a more
general system.

4.  Conclusion

Due to the nature of this project, the end-users of the
application are not known to us. They simply buy and
download the software through an e-commerce channel, or
through a mail-in advertisement in the newspaper. Formal
requirements and user feedback are therefore not straight-
forward to collect. Users’ tasks are likely to vary consider-
ably. Design decisions were thus taken based on discussion
with the editors of the study, and through our own experi-
ence with using a similar application in numerous public
demonstrations over time. We will attempt to get more
direct user feedback in the future. The challenge will be to
measure the effectiveness of the application, when the user

population is so diverse and tasks not well defined.
The emerging field on information visualization has

produced many innovative techniques that help humans
access and understand large amounts of complex informa-
tion. Taking these techniques out of the research domain
and creating effective information visualization applica-
tions has remained difficult however. In this paper we out-
lined the lessons that we learned from creating such
applications and presented an example application based
on these principles. We described a number of refinements
to standard information visualization techniques that help
in creating applications for real-world problems.
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